
In the kingdom of ink, new releases
earn the accolades, but what
about the hundreds of inks

already on the market? There are
many gems among them that deserve
a second look whether for color or
one of the other characteristics that
make fountain pen ink special.
       Color draws us first. In the last ten
years, the array has exploded into a
rainbow of choices. If the perfect shade
isn’t offered, inks designed for mixing
make it easy to create a custom color.
In that regard, color has no limits.
       There are other key properties
beyond color including flow, coverage,
shading, and outlining. Some inks
dry more quickly than others, though
that is influenced by nib size, flow,
and paper.
       Flow can be wet, dry, or average
and indicates how freely ink flows
from the nib. Coverage relates to
how well ink fills in a line. Shading
happens when ink pools at the bottom
of a line leaving the top more pale and

transparent. At its most dramatic,
shading lends writing a two-toned
look. Outlining is uncommon and
most often evident when writing with
a wide nib, especially a stub or italic.
It lends a crisp edge to lines where
the color concentrates, giving the
appearance of an outline.

       So, keep those terms in mind and
I’ll tell you why I think the following
10 inks deserve to be better known.

Stipula Calamo Verde Muschiato is
a chameleon. The color varies
depending on nib, flow, and paper. It
looks green on one, brown on another,
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and somewhere in between on yet
others. Moss is both green and brown
in the same tuft and that is what this
ink most closely resembles. The more
narrow the nib, the more brown Verde
Muschiato looks. Good flow and
shading are its other characteristics. It
may exhibit very mild feathering on
poor quality paper, but only from a
wet nib. Otherwise, Verde Muschiato
is well-behaved, especially with a fine
to medium nib. With a flexible fine
nib, this would be a charming ink for
nature sketching.

Rohrer & Klingner Morinda is a
warm, earthy red that doesn’t shout.
With Morinda, edits and corrections

appear more collaborative than stri-
dent. It shades and outlines from a
wide nib, which gives it more character
than most red inks. The flow is very
good and suitable for very fine nibs
even on poor quality paper. Need to
rant in your journal? Morinda would
be perfect.

Rohrer & Klingner Solferino is a
strong pink-red-purple with excellent
flow, shading, and coverage. It has a
silky feel and can make a super-fine nib
glide over paper. That makes it a good
match for narrow Asian nibs. I
observed no feathering and no staining
in clear converters or a Lamy Vista. In
the right circumstances, Solferino

would be an ink of passion, but it
isn’t too bright to fill an entire page.

Diamine Prussian Blue is a dark,
slate blue with controlled flow and
very good coverage. It’s calm enough
for pensive meanderings without
demanding too much attention. The
strong color is a good match for very
fine nibs and is a suitable ink for
business use or other conservative
needs. A pen with stingy flow will
bring out the softer side of Prussian,
a very pleasing grayed blue.

De Atramentis Aubergine, also sold as
Giacomo Puccini, is a saturated egg-
plant color on the red side of purple.

A selection of blues and purples.
The unlabeled selection at right is
Rohrer & Klingner Solferino.
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It has excellent flow and coverage.
Fine nibs benefit from the lubrication,
but the slow drying time should be
taken into account. Blotter paper
helps. Narrow Asian nibs are an
excellent fit for it. 

Platinum Mixable Aqua Blue suggests
summer at the shore. It is a pale shade
of turquoise, though very easy to read.
Low saturation and good shading make
it a lovely ink for a wide nib. Add a few
drops of Platinum Mixable Leaf Green
to push the color towards a darker
shade of turquoise or even a lovely teal.

Akkerman #26 Groenmarkt Smaragd
is a muted green in the mid-range that
pairs beautifully with Diamine Prussian
Blue. Akkerman has developed a shade
unlike other greens, which is no small
feat. It shades very well with a wide nib,

but some of that disappears as the ink
dries. The color is especially suited to
cream-colored paper and would make a
good choice for writing in a journal.

Akkerman #16 Oranje Boven is a
screaming orange that would make
pumpkins jealous. It has excellent flow
and coverage and pairs beautifully
with a fine to medium nib. There is
nothing subtle about it. This is a very
happy color. Plan its use accordingly.

Diamine Dark Brown is rarely men-
tioned, but in the right pen exhibits
the rare property of outlining. Its
near twin, Diamine Sepia, does that
as well. However, Dark Brown is a
more versatile color. Shading is
another property of this ink. Paper in
the cream to ivory range is a natural
mate for it.

Two very different greens—at top is Akkerman#26 Groenmarkt Smaragd 



Where to Find Them

Inks offered by pen brands and
well-known brands like Diamine are
usually easy to find in pen stores. 

Find a Rohrer & Klingner retailer at
rohrer-klingner.de.

Akkerman inks can be found at
andersonpens.com, vanness.com,
and the Netherlands retailer PW
Akkerman at vulpennen.nl.

For De Atramentis inks, visit
goldspot.com, gouletpens.com,
thewritingdesk.co.uk, or
de-atramentis.com.

Visconti Blue is a cobalt blue that 
is vibrant without being overly 
saturated. Suited to any use, it’s an
all-purpose ink with good flow and
mild shading in some pens. A real
standout on white paper, like the
Rhodia used in the image, Visconti
Blue will suit any nib. Some blue inks
lose their punch with an extra-fine
nib, but Visconti Blue retains its 
hue even with a narrow line width,
making it well-suited to those Asian
fine nibs. If you really like an ink, keep
a bottle in reserve against the color
being discontinued, ink degradation
or contamination, or in the event of

an untoward accident. Ink shelf life
varies so keep your stash reasonable.
Some inks may last decades while
others only a few years. 
       Beautiful ink has the power to turn
a less-than-beautiful fountain pen into
an object of joy or raise your spirits on
a less-than-inspired day. Choosing one
or even a few from the expanding ink
world can be good adventure. But
don’t overlook the amazing array of
inks from years past. Your new favorite
may be among them.

Samples created by the author and

photographed by Tessa Maurer.




